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MAXIMAL REPRESENTATIOxxxxxxxxxxxxxNS OF SURFACE GROUPS 
IN BOUNDED SYMMETRIC DOMAINS 

LUIS HERNANDEZ 

ABSTRACT. Let r be the fundamental group of a hyperbolic surface of genus 
g; for I ::; p ::; q, PSU(p, q) is the group of isometries of a certain Hermi-
tian symmetric space Dp , q of rank p. There exists a characteristic number 
c : Hom(r, PSU(p, q)) --+ lR, which is constant on each connected compo-
nent and such that Ic(p)1 ::; 4pn(g - I) for every representation p. We show 
that representations with maximal characteristic number (plus some nondegen-
eracy condition if p > 2 ) leave invariant a totally geodesic subspace of D p , q 
isometric to D p • p • 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let S be a closed Riemann surface of genus g > 1 and let r denote 
its fundamental group. Given a semisimple Lie group G, one wishes to un-
derstand both the topology of the space Hom(r, G) as well as that of the 
space of conjugacy classes Hom(r, G) / G. For the case when G is compact 
several results are known; for example, when G = U(n) (the unitary group) 
M. S. Narasimhan and C. S. Seshadri prove that the space of conjugacy classes 
Hom(r, U (n)) / U (n) coincides with the set of rank n semistable holomorphic 
vector bundles of degree zero over S [NS]. Moreover, they show that this space 
carries the structure of a complex projective variety. 

In this article we tum our attention to the case when G is not compact, and 
in particular, when it is the group of isometries of a certain bounded symmet-
ric domain. See [G02] for general facts about these spaces as well as for an 
exposition of the case when G is PSL(2, JR). 

Let D denote the hyperbolic plane (Le., the universal cover of S) and, for 
p ::; q, let Dp,q = {q x p complex matrices ZI Ip - Z·Z > O}, equipped 
with its Bergmann metric and Kahler form w. Dp,q is a Hermitian symmetric 
space of rank p whose group of isometries may be identified with P S U (p, q) . 

Any representation p: r ---+ P S U (p, q) determines a flat bundle over S with 
fiber D p, q , by taking the twisted product D x pDp, q over S. Since D p ,q is 
contractible, this bundle has a section that is equivalent to an equivariant map 

f: D ---+ Dp,q' fCy . x) = p(y) • f(x) 'v' y E r. 
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Let F be a fundamental domain for the action of r on D. For the repre-
sentation p , define the characteristic number 

c(p) = tf*w, 
which is independent of the choice of f. 
Example 1.1. Fix a faithful discrete representation IfI of r onto a co-compact 
subgroup of PSU(l, 1) ~ PSL(2, JR); then, for k = 1, ... ,p let 

Pk : r - PSU(l, 1) x ... x PSU(l, 1) c PSU(p, q) 
, J 

V 

p times 
be defined by 

(
alk 0 
o I P (I') = q-k 

k cI 0 k o 0 

o ) o 
o ' 

I p _ k 

where IfI(Y) is represented by (:!). Then 

f:D- Dx···xD cD 
~ p,q 

p times 
may be chosen as 

and, so, c(Pk) = k4n(g - 1). 

That one cannot construct a representation with larger characteristic number 
than c(pp) follows from the inequality 

(1.1) Ic(p)1 :::; 4pn(g - 1) 

proved by Domic and Toledo in [DT]. 

Definition 1.2. We say that a representation P is maximal if Ic(p)1 = 
4pn(g-1). 

For p = q = 1 inequality (1.1) was proved by J. W. Wood [Wd], based on a 
similar inequality by J. W. Milnor [M] for the group SL(2, JR) . Milnor-Wood's 
inequality implies a classical result of H. Kneser [K]: Let ¢: S - S' be a map 
between two hyperbolic surfaces; then 

Ideg¢1 vol(S') = lis ¢*wl:::; vol(S) 

by choosing the representation induced by the map ¢; moreover, equality im-
plies that ¢ is homotopic to a covering map. 

For representations, the case of equality in Milnor-Wood's inequality was 
settled by W. Goldman [Go1]. He proves that P is maximal if and only if P 
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is an isomorphism of r onto a discrete co-compact subgroup of PSL(2, JR). In 
particular, the Teichmuller space of S is equal to the set of equivalence classes 
of representations p with c(p) = 41l(g - 1) . 

In a different direction, M. Gromov has generalized Kneser's inequality for 
maps between hyperbolic manifolds of higher dimension. Also, the case of 
equality was settled: Let ¢: M ~ N be a map between closed hyperbolic mani-
folds of dimension n ~ 3. Suppose that I deg¢1 vol(N) = vol(M); then ¢ is 
homotopic to a local isometry. 

It was the proof of this theorem given by W. Thurston [Th, Theorem 6.4] 
that first suggested to D. Toledo that maximal representations into PSU(1, q) 
should also satisfy some rigidity condition. He shows in [To] that if p: r ~ 
PSU(I, q) is maximal then p(r) leaves invariant a complex line in the ball 
Bq = D1,q' 

Putting together Goldman's and Toledo's results it follows that the set of 
isomorphism classes of flat PSU(I, q)-bundles over S with c(p) = 41l(g - 1) 
forms a component of the space of all flat PSU(1, q)-bundles, and that this 
component is equal to the Cartesian product of the Teichmuller space of S 
with the space of isomorphism classes of flat U(q - I)-bundles over S. 

Our work deals with possible generalizations of the above results to the case 
of rank bigger than one. The main result is the following. 

Theorem 1.3. Let p: r ~ PSU(2, q) be a maximal representation. Then p(r) 
leaves invariant a totally geodesic subspace isometric to D2 , 2 . 

In view of this result, the study of maximal representations in PSU(2, q) IS 

reduced to that of maximal ones in PSU(2, 2) . 
A key step in the proof of this theorem is the existence of an extension of 

the map f to the boundary of D; it was first constructed in [To] for p = 1. 
The precise statement is 

Theorem 1.4. For any p, q if P is maximal then the equivariant map f: D ~ 
Dp,q has an equivariant measurable extension 7: D ~ Dp,q' given by radial 
limits. Moreover, the image of aD is contained in the Silov boundary of Dp,q. 
(Here D and Dp,q denote the closures of D, Dp,q in C and Cpq respectively.) 

It is worth mentioning that although a theorem of R. Zimmer [Z, Theorem 
4.3.9] guarantees the existence of a r-equivariant measurable function between 
a D and some boundary of D p , q , one cannot identify the boundary or how this 
function is related to our original map f. 

The estimates needed for the proof of the extension theorem come from two 
sources. On one hand (§§2 and 3), those coming from the study of "large" trian-
gles in D and D p, q ; a large triangle being one where the integral of the Kahler 
form w is almost maximal (i.e., close to 1l and P1l respectively [DT]). This 
argument has its roots in [Th, Theorem 6.4], where almost ideal 3-simplices are 
studied to construct a map extension. The second type of estimates-Lemma 
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4.1-are obtained by the interplay between the geometry of Dp,q and its Eu-
clidean geometry as a subset of ![fq . 

In §5 the extension map is used to construct the limit set .9f of values of 7 
at those points of 8D where it is defined. We say that .9f is nondegenerate 
if it contains two limit points U and V with det(I - U* V) '" a. It is then 
showed that 

Theorem 1.5. If P is maximal and .9f is nondegenerate then p(r) leaves in-
variant a totally geodesic subspace isometric to Dp,p' 

Up to this point, everything is valid for arbitrary p ~ q. However it is only 
in the case p = 2 that we have been able, so far, to remove the nondegeneracy of 
.9f as hypothesis in the above result. In fact, it can be shown that, when p = 2 , 
.9f degenerate implies that p(r) stabilizes a boundary component; whether this 
remains true for other values of p is still unclear. Finally, it is not hard to see 
that if p(r) stabilizes a boundary component, p cannot be maximal. 

2. GEOMETRY OF Dp,q 

2.1. Basic properties. As a Hermitian symmetric space 

Dp,q = SU(p, q)jS(U(p) x U(q)), 

where 
SU(p, q) = {M E SL(p + q, c)IM* HM = H} 

and 

H = (-~q Z). 
A model for Dp,q is the bounded domain, in cPq, 

Dp,q = {Z = q x pcomplex matrixlIp - Z*Z > a}. 

An element (~~) E SU(p, q) acts as a generalized Mobius transformation, 
that is 

(~ ~)'Z=(AZ+B)(CZ+D)-l. 
Dp,q admits a natural compactification by taking its closure in cPq, and so the 
boundary of D p , q' 8 D p , q , consists of those matrices W with Ip - W* W ~ a 
and det(Ip - W* W) = a. For all a ~ r ~ p define 

g;. = { WE 8Dp) W = (~ ~) with Ip_r - Z* Z > a}. 
Definition 2.1. The sets of the form gg;., where g is an isometry, are called 
the boundary components of Dp, q of rank p - r. The Silov boundary of Dp, q , 
denoted S, is the set of q x p complex matrices U satisfying U* U = Ip (i.e., 
is the union of all the rank zero boundary components). 
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Another useful description of this space is to view it as an open subspace 
of its compact dual, the Grassmannian of complex p-planes in Cp+q • If h 
denotes the Hermitian form with matrix H, then the set in question is 

£gP,q = {p-planes II c CP+Qlhln > O}. 
z z The two models are related by Borel's embedding Z --+ [I ], where [I ] 
p p 

represents the p-plane spanned by the columns of the matrix (:). We will use 
p 

these two models interchangeably as convenience will dictate. 
The following facts about the geometry of Dp,q will be assumed; a good 

reference is [P]: 
1. The set 

~ 0 il Tj E R I 
is a maximal flat totally geodesic subspace of Dp , q • In particular, if p > 1 there 
are sectional curvatures equal to zero. Let Fo+ denote the subset for which all 
rj ~ O. 

2. Any geodesic in D p ,q is equivalent to one in Fo; every geodesic in Fo is 
of the form (~t) with 

(

tanhO!lt 

R = 0 tanh0!2 t 
t . 

o 

o 

o 
3. Let X = (~) with R a diagonal matrix as in 1. Then 

dD (0, X) = 
p,q I:p 2(~) In 1 . - r. 

j=l J 

4. Given Z E Dp,q there exists k E S(U(p) x U(q)) such that k· Z E Fo+ . 

2.2. Estimates for almost maximal triangles. For X, Y, ZED p, q let 
(X, Y, Z) denote a geodesic triangle with vertices X, Y, and Z. By this 
we mean any 2-simplex whose edges are the geodesic segments joining the ver-
tices. Since all that we will be interested in about these triangles is the integral 
of the Kahler form 01 on them, the way we fill it is immaterial. One could use 
the center of gravity construction as explained in [DT]. 

Lemma 2.2. Let X, Y, Z E Dp,q' Then IJ(x,y,Z) wi < p7C. 
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Proof. In [DT] the following formula was obtained: 

(2.3) r w = -2arg(det(Ip - X*Y)) = -2 targ(1 - .. ~) , 
i(o,x,y) j=1 

where the A j are the eigenvalues of X* Y. Now note that since IA j I < 1 then 
l-A j E 1 +D and so larg(I-A)1 < n12. 0 

Proposition 2.3. Let X, Y E Dp,q and assume that tl J(O,X, Y) wi? pn - e-t / 2 

for t» O. Then: 
(a) If A is an eigenvalue of x*y then IAI? 1 - e-t 18. 
(b) If!l is an eigenvalue of x* X then .J1i? 1 - ~e -t . 

(c) dD (0, X) > t. 
p,q 

(d) Let T be the unit tangent vector at 0 in the direction of X, let 0 be 
an eigenvalue of T* T, and let K > 0 be such that d ( 0, X) < K t. Then 
101> 1/3K, and, in particular, T*T is invertible. 
Proof. (a) Formula (2.3) above implies that Ej=1 21 arg(1 - A)I ? pn - e-t/ 2 • 

Also we know that for all j, I arg( l-A)I :5 n12, hence 21 arg( l-A)I ? n-e -t/2 ; 
from this now follows the result (Lemma 1.5 in [To]). 

(b) We may assume that X is of the form (~), where R is a p x p diagonal 
matrix with real entries. 

Now, yy* is of the form (c *) with Cap x p matrix. Note that the 
determinant of C, det C , is reai ;nd smaller than 1; the latter follows because 
Iq - yy* (and so, Ip - C) is a positive definite matrix. Then 

p 
* 2 * * IT 2 !l > detX X = detR > detRCR = detX y. det Y X = IAjl, 

j=1 

and so .J1i> (1- e-t I8)P by (a); or, for t sufficiently large, .J1i> 1- ~e-t. 
(c) Assume again that 

R= [~ ~ 
o ... o il 

for all j. Then 

dD (0, X) = 
p,q 

for t sufficiently large. 
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(d) Let X be as in (c). Then 

o 

T=(~), 
o 

and rj = tanh(a/) 't/j, where t < s < Kt. 
By (b) tanh(ajKt) > tanh(a/) = rj > 1 - ~e-I 't/j, which implies that 

20KI 15 I 15 1 1 15 
e > pe => 2aKt> t+lnp => a> 2K + 2Ktlnp' 

Hence, for t sufficiently large, a> 1/3K. 0 

3. MEASURE CYCLES 

The cohomology of S may be computed using the complex of "straight 
cochains". This is the complex of Borel measurable functions b: D x ... x D - IR 
that are invariant under the action of r. Straight k-cochains are therefore func-
tions on r\Dk+I. The coboundary operator in this complex is defined by the 
usual formula 

Similarly, finite Borel measures on r\Dk+1 are called straight chains; the 
homology of S can be obtained using this complex, whose boundary operator 
is defined by duality from the above t5 operator. 

The class of the 2-form J* w defined in the introduction may be represented 
by the straight 2-cochain, denoted also J* w , given by the formula 

J*w(xo' XI' x2) = r w, 
i(fxo .I Xl ,fx2) 

where (fxo' JXI ' Jx2) denotes a geodesic triangle in Dp,q with vertices Jxo' 
JXI' Jx2. The reader is refered to [Gr and Th] for more details on measure 
cycles. 

We write G for the full group of isometries of D; it has two components, 
the identity component being PSL(2, 1R). Let Q denote the quotient space 
r\G and let /1 denote the Haar measure on G, normalized so that /1(Q) = 
Area(S) = 41l'(g - 1) . 

Choose any geodesic ray from 0 in D, and let an be the equilateral triangle 
in D, with sides of length n, first vertex at 0, and second vertex on the geodesic 
ray; let An denote its area. Let 'n denote the measure cycle consisting of all 
G-translates of an' each weighted with coefficient I/An' That is, 'n is the 
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linear functional on straight 2-cochains on S whose value on the cochain b is 
given by 

b((n) = r 1 b(gan) dll(g) . }g n 

This measure chain is actually a cycle because each edge in its boundary be-
longs to precisely two translates of an' with opposite orientations. To compute 
the homology class it represents, we evaluate it on dA, the area form of S: 

dA((n) = Il(Q) = 4n(g - 1) = dA([S]); 

therefore, (n represents the fundamental cycle [S]. 
From this it follows that, if p is a representation with maximum character-

istic number, then for all n 

4pn(g - 1) = Ic(p)1 = If*w((n)1 = lin 1n f*w(gan) dill ' 

or equivalently, 

(3.1 ) 

where st(fgan) denotes a geodesic triangle in Dp,q with vertices f (vertices 
of gan ). 

The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof of two technical lemmas. 

Lemma 3.1. n - An ,..., 6e -n12 as n ---+ 00 . 

Proof. If 0: is an interior angle of an' then the hyperbolic law of cosines implies 
that 

coshn 
coso: = 1 h; +cos n 

so, for large n, 
2 1 _ ~,..., coshn 

2 1 + coshn' 
or equivalently, 0:"'" 2e -n12 . Now, An = n - 30: . 0 

Lemma 3.2. Let en = p(n - An)' and let '¥ = {g E Q : I fS/(!gun ) wi < pAn -

n2en}. Then Il('¥) < Il(Q)/n2 . 

Proof. Let ¢(g) = Ifsl(fgun ) wi. Since ¢(g) < pAn - n2en on '¥, and ¢(g) < 
pAn + en = pn on Q, it follows from (3.1) that 

pAnll(Q) = r ¢(g) dll = r ¢(g) dll + r ¢(g) dll }g }'P }g-'P 
2 < pAnll(Q) + en(Il(Q - '¥) - n Il('¥)); 

therefore, Il(Q) - n21l('¥) > Il(Q - '¥) - n21l('¥) > O. 0 
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4. THE EXTENSION TO THE BOUNDARY 

In this section we prove the extension theorem for the map f: D -+ Dp,q 
mentioned in the introduction. In order to do this, besides the estimates of the 
previous sections, it will be necessary to know the rate of decay (with respect 
to the Euclidean metric of cPq ) of certain geodesic balls in Dp, q . The precise 
statement is the following 

Lemma 4.1. Let X E Dp,q and let T E TODp,q be the unit tangent vector at 
o in the direction of X. Let B,(X) = {Y E Dp,q I dDp,q (X, Y) < r} and let 

d = Euclidean diameter of B,(X) (i.e., d = sUPz ,Z'EB,(X) liZ - Z'II£, where 

IIZII£ = vktrZ*Z). Let t = dDp,q(O,X) and assume that a> 0 is the 
smallest eigenvalue of T* T. Then d < C e -<>/, where C > 0 only depends on 
r. 
Proof. The operator norm, IIZII = sUP#o ';x*Z*Zx/x*x, is equivalent to the 
Euclidean norm above; hence, it is enough to prove the result for it. 

Since the isotropy subgroup at 0 of Iso(Dp , q) acts as isometries for the 
operator norm as well, we can assume that 

then 

Now, 

Z = (~~) E B,(O) , 

g(Z) = ((1- R2)-~22(ZI + R)) [(1- R2)-1/2(RZI + I)] -I . 
IIX - g(Z)11 2 ~ IIMI12 + IINI12 , where 

M = R - (1- R2)-1/2(ZI + R)(/ + RZ1)-I(I- R2)1/2, 

N = Z2(1 + RZ1)-I(I- R2)1/2. 
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Then 

M = R - (I - R2)-1/2 R-\I + RZ1 + R2 -1)(1 + RZ1)-I(I _ R2)1/2 

= R - (1- R2)-1/2 R-1(I- R2//2 

and so 

and 

_ (I - R2)-1/2 R-1 (R2 -1)(1 + RZ1)-1 (I _ R2)1/2 

= R - R-1 + R-1(I - R2)1/2(1 + RZ1)-I(I _ R2)1/2, 

IIMII ~ IIR - R-111 + IIR-111III - R21111 (I + RZ1)-111 

IINII ~ IIZ21111 (I + RZ1)-IIIIII - R2111/2. 

Since Z E Br( 0) , there is a constant Co depending only on r such that 
IIZII < Co < 1, hence II (I +RZ1)-111 < 1/(1- Co). Also, for all t greater than 
a fixed to > ° : 

(i) IIR-11I is bounded (e.g., IIR-11I < 2 if tanh at > 1/2). 
(ii) III - R211 ~ 1/ cosh2 at < 4e-2at • 

(iii) IIR - R-111 ~ 1/ sinh at cosh at < C1e-at • 

Hence, 
IIX - g(Z)11 ~ C(r)e-at • 0 

The facts that r is co-compact and f is r-equivariant imply that f is a 
Lipschitz map. Also, there is no loss in assuming that f(O) = 0 (to see this, 
let g be an isometry mapping f(O) to 0; replace f by f' = g f and p by 
pi = g P g -I , then f' is p'-equivariant and if Do is invariant under pi then 
g -I Do is invariant under p). 

Theorem 4.2. The map f has radial limits for almost every geodesic ray ema-
nating from 0. Moreover, all these limits lie in the Silov boundary of Dp,q' 

Proof. Using the estimates at the end of §3 one sees that, for every N suf-
ficiently large and for all triangles gan , except for those in a set of measure 
4n(g - 1) ~';N 1// , the inequality 

IL(fga
n

) wi > pn - e -n/2 

holds TIn > N. Letting N - 00 we find that for almost every g E n the above 
inequality holds for all n > Ng • 

In particular, there is a point, say 0, for which the inequality holds for almost 
every triangle gan (n > Ng ) based at 0. Looking at the first side of each of 
these triangles, we conclude that for almost every geodesic ray y emanating 
from 0, the following are true: 

1. Proposition2.3(c) implies that for n»O, dD (O,foy(n))>n. 
p,q 
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2. Since f is Lipschitz, there exists K > 0 such that d D (0, f 0 y( n)) < 
p,q 

Kn. 
3. Proposition 2.3(d) now implies that for n » 0 the geodesic joining 0 

and Zn = f 0 y(n) has tangent vector at 0, Tn' such that the eigenvalues of 
T; Tn are all bounded below by 1/ 3K . 

If p = 1 all sectional curvatures of D1, q are ~ -1/4, so the sequence of 
angles L(Tn' Tn+l ) decreases exponentially and {Zn} converges. 

In the case that p > 1 , we do not have control anymore over the sequence 
of angles. For this case we now invoke Lemma 3.1 above, which tells us that 
the Euclidean distance between Zn and Zn+1 decreases as e-n/3K . 

Let hn be the geodesic ray in the direction of Tn' and let Un = hn ( +00) be 
the point where it intersects the boundary of Dp , q' Condition 3 above implies 
that for n » 0, T; Tn is invertible and, so, that Un is in S. To see this note 
that the isotropy group at 0 leaves invariant S and preserves the nonsingularity 
of T;Tn' 

The fact that d (0, Zn) > n gives that II Un - Zn II decreases like e -n/3K . 
Now it follows that II Un - Un+11I goes to zero exponentially and, hence, that 
{ Un} converges to some U; the compactness of S implies that U is also inside 
it. 

It is clear now that Zn -+ U. 0 

Theorem 4.2 above provides us with a measurable extension that we will 
denote by 7. Note that, since f is Lipschitz, 7 will be continuous along every 
geodesic converging to almost every point on aD, and not only along rays from 
O. 

5. THE ACTION OF p(r) ON Dp , q 

5.1. Boundary behavior. Let S denote the Silov boundary of Dp,q; also let 

Do = {( ~ )IZ is a p x p complex matrix with Ip - Z* Z > o}. 
v U v 

Let U, V E S; under the Borel embedding they take the form [I ] and [I ]. 
p p 

p+q U v Define TIuv as the subspace of C spanned by the columns of [I ] and [I ]. 
p p 

Let h(z, w) = -ZIWI -,., - ZqWq + Zq+IWq+1 +, .. + zq+pwq+p be the Her-
mitian form in Cp+q preserved by SU(p, q). Then hln can be represented 

uv 
by the matrix 

( 0 1- U*V) 
A = 1- V*U 0 . 

Lemma 5.1. Let U, V, and A be as above. Then 
(1) det(A) = 0 if and only if det(l- U· V) = O. 
(2) The signature of A is zero. 

Proof. (1) det(A) = 0 => 3(x,y) =1= (0,0) such that A() y 
(I - U· V)y = (1 - V* U)x = 0 . 

(~); hence 
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Conversely, if 3x =1= 0 such that (l - U* V)x = 0 then A( ~) = (~) . 
(2) The result will follow from the fact that for any 2p x 2p matrix M 

with block decomposition (: ~I), its characteristic polynomial has only even 
2 power terms. 

Looking at the matrix AI - M we see that if one of the A 's of the upper left 
block does not appear in one of the monomials of the determinant, then either 
the monomial is zero or it contains an element of M1 on the same row as A; 
but then the A on the same column as this element cannot be present in the 
monomial either. This shows that the number of A'S appearing in each nonzero 
monomial is even. Therefore the signature is zero. 0 

Corollary 5.2. If u, V E S are such that det(l - U* V) =1= 0, then h In is a 
uv 

nondegenerate Hermitian form of type (p, p) . 0 

Lemma 5.3. Let U, V E S. Then there exists an isometry g that takes both U 
and V into Sn8Do. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, hln has at most p negative eigenvalues. Hence, there 

uv 
exist at least q - p orthonormal (i.e., h-orthogonal and h-length -1) vectors 
orthogonal to ITuv. Complete these vectors to a ±-orthonormal basis of ![f+q . 
This is the desired isometry. 0 

Now, given p x p unitary matrices U and V, one can find two matrices P, 
Q, also unitary, such that PUQ* = Ip and PVQ* = A with A also diagonal. 

Lemma 5.4. Let U, V be two points in S. Then, if det(l - u* V) =1= 0 there 
exists a geodesic in Dp , q joining U and V. 

Proof. First of all, notice that the rank of the matrix I - U* V is invariant 
under isometries. So, by Lemma 5.3 above it is enough to prove the result for 
the case U = (~), V = (~), where A is a diagonal matrix. The condition 
det(l - U* V) =1= 0 says that the diagonal entries of A are all different from one; 
it is clear now that there exist geodesics inside the polydisk .d joining U and 
V. 0 

Corollary 5.5. If u, V E S and if det(I - U* V) =1= 0, then there exists an 
isometry sending U to (~) and V to (-:p). 

Proof. First note that any geodesic through 0 is the image, under an element 
of the isotropy group at 0, of one of the form (~t) with 

[

tanhO!lt 0 

R = 0 tanh0!2 t 
t • 

o o 
and so its endpoints are antipodal. 
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U and V are joined by a geodesic. Send it to a geodesic through O. This 
maps U and V onto antipodal points; finally follow by a suitable element of 
the isotropy group at O. 0 

We want to show now that given U, V E S, det(l - U· V) =f. 0 implies that 
there exists a unique totally geodesic space, isometric to Dp ,p , containing U 
and V in its boundary. By the preceding corollary it is enough to do so for 
( ~) and (-~P ) • 

Proposition 5.6. If u, V E S, then det(I - U* V) =f. 0 implies that there exists 
a unique totally geodesic space, isometric to Dp ,p , containing U and V in its 
boundary. 
Proof. Suppose (~) and (-~p) are contained in the boundary of gDo' Then 
there exist two points, L, M, in the Silov boundary of Do such that g L = (~) 
and gM = (-~p). 

By Corollary 5.5 applied to Do, there exists an isometry h leaving Do in-
variant and such that h( ~) = Land h( -~p) = M. Since gDo = ghDo' we 
may as well assume that g fixes (~) and (-~p). Such a g must be of the 
form 

but then clearly g Do = Do . 0 

5.2. The limit set. Recall that we have defined a measurable map 7: D ~ 
D p, q us, given almost everywhere on aD by radial limits. 

Let 9f c S denote the set of radial limits, referred to from now on as the 
limit set of p. 

From (2.3) for a triangle based at 0 one can easily derive the general formula 
p ! w = -2 I)arg(l - A) + arg(l - II) + arg(1- v)), 

(X, Y ,Z) j=1 

where Aj' f1 j ,Vj are the eigenvalues of X· Y , Y· Z , Z· X , respectively. 
Let U, V, W E 9f be three limit points. Then the estimates on equilateral 

triangles in §3 show that we can find sequences Xn' Yn , Zn E Dp,q such that 
Xn - U, Yn - V, Zn - W , and 

I Ix. ,Y. ,z.) wl- pn. 

Definition 5.7. We say that the set of limit points 9f is degenerate iffor any pair 
of points U, V E 9f, det( 1- U· V) = O. Otherwise we say it is nondegenerate. 

Assume that 9f is nondegenerate; then, by Corollary 5.5, we can further 
assume that U = (~) and V = (-~p) belong to 9f (by replacing, if necessary, 
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f by gf, 9'! by g9'!, and p by gpg-I; and noticing that Do is gpg-I-
invariant if and only if g -I Do is p-invariant). 

Note that f(x,y,z) w as a function defined over Dp,q xDp,q xDp,q extends 
continuously to 

Dp,q x Dp,q x Dp,q \{(U, V, W)ldet(I - U* V)(I - V*W)(I - W* U) = O}. 

In particular, I f( u , v, Zn) wi --+ p7C ; on the other hand, the left-hand side con-
verges to - 2 E~= 1 (arg( 1 + A-j) + arg( 1 - 'J. j)) , where the A-j are the eigenvalues 
of (/ O)W. This shows that these eigenvalues must all have norm 1, and so, 
that (10) W is a unitary matrix; hence W must also be contained in aDo' In 
other words: 

Lemma 5.8. If 9'! is nondegenerate, then it is contained in a Do . 

Theorem 5.9. If P is a maximal representation whose limit set is nondegenerate, 
then the group p(r) leaves invariant the subspace Do' 

Proof. Let gEp(r);then g-I(~) and g-I(-;p) belong both to 9'!. Hence, 
(~), (-;p) E gDo' but this implies gDo = Do. 0 

5.3. Degeneracy of the limit set and parabolic groups. Here we finish the proof 
of Theorem 1.2 by showing that the limit set 9'! of a maximal representation p 
in PSU(2, q) is always nondegenerate (compare with Proposition 2.1 of [C]). 

We will assume now that for all pairs U, V E 9'!, 1 is an eigenvalue of 
U* V . This includes the case when the extension map 7 is constant along aD. 

Lemma 5.10. If p = 2 then, 9'! is contained in the boundary of a boundary 
component. 
Proof. We may assume that 

1 0 1 0 
o lOA-
o 0 0 0 E 9'!. 

o 0 0 0 

Let V = ( ~ ) E 9'! be another point, with V; = (~ ~ ). V E 9'! implies that 
V; = (/2 0) V has an eigenvalue 1, and so 

1 - (a + d) + det V; = O. 
10 . Also (0;:) V; must have an eigenvalue 1; hence 

1 - (a + 'J.d) + 'J. det V; = O. 

These two equations imply that A-( 1 - a) = 1 - a , and since A- ¥- 1 , we must 
have a = 1 . Since V* V = 12 , b = 0 . 
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This shows that 
1 0 
0 WI q-l 

g; C 8$, $= 0 0 LWiWi < 1 D 
i=1 

0 wq_ 1 

Corollary 5.11. p(f') leaves invariant a boundary component 
Proof. First of all, note that g; is invariant under the action of p(f'). If g; 
consists of a single point, then g; itself is a boundary component. If g; has 
more than one point, then g; c 8$, and so for every element g E p(f'), 
g; c 8$ n 8 g$ . This implies $ = g$. 0 

This corollary shows that p(f') lies in the stabilizer P of a boundary com-
ponent. It is shown in [Wf] that such a group is a maximal parabolic subgroup 
and so it can be decomposed as a semidirect product of a reductive subgroup 
and a unipotent subgroup of PSU(2, q). Moreover, J. Wolf also shows [Wf, 
Boundary Group Theorem] that the Lie algebra of the reductive factor of P is 
the set 

{X E su(2, q)1 [X, Eqq+l + Eq+l q] = O}, 
where Ei j is the matrix with a 1 on the (i, j) entry and zero everywhere else. 
More explicitly, let X = (;. ~), A E u(q), D E u(2), and tr A + tr D = O. 
Then the condition [X, Eqq+l + Eq+l q] = 0 implies that X is of the form 

X=(~1 ~ ~ ~) 
Oris 0 ' 
b* 0 0 it 

where r, s, t E lR and A' E u(q - 1). From this it follows that the semisimple 
factor of P is isomorphic to PSU(1, q - 1). 

Hence, the represen~ation p can be deformed to another one, pi, with im-
age in PSU(1, q - 1). Inequality (1.1) applied to pi implies that IC(p')1 ~ 
4n(g - 1) , but c(p) = C(p') , contradicting the maximality of p. 
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